CAPTAIN SPELTERINI

MICHAEL RUTHERFOORD

Nobody knows who created this name. He was never a military Captain and he was born with the prosaic name
of Eduard Schweizer in Batzenheid (St Gallen) on the 2nd June 1852. He died 79 years later in Austria, but what
a life in between.

After schools in Lugano and Milan he studied to be an opera singer in Paris, but serious pneumonia ended that.
During his convalescence in Marseille he saw a balloon in free flight for the first time, so back to Paris to study
at the Balloon Pilots' Academy for his licence and at the age of 30 made his first solo flight. In 1896 he made his
first flight in the Alps. Altogether he made 570 trips with 1,237 passengers.
But he is better known for his pioneering work with aerial photography. From 1893 till the outbreak of the Great
War in 1914 he took thousands of fantastic photos all over Switzerland, including the Alps, which are still used
today as an historical document of unique value.
It could well have been his idea to let passengers drop addressed and franked postcards over places on their
trip, which would be found and usually handed in to the Post for delivery as attractive
mementos of a great flight. The illustration above shows a card dropped near Schaffhausen
and postmarked 25.IX.01. with addressee's postmark of 26.9.01. in Neisse in Germany.
What a fantastic way to advertise ! The Swiss Post Office issued on 27.1.77. a set of 4 “Air
Pioneers”. The 80c stamp (Z 583) shows Captain Spelterini in his element – see illustration.
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THE ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING 2009
Twenty-two members and a number of partners attended this very successful and enjoyable event in Chester
last month. The venue, the Queen Hotel, was very accessible to the main Railway Station and the town centre
and provided ideal accommodation for such an occasion. Our Chairman, David Hope, welcomed the attendees
on the Saturday morning and chaired the whole of the two-day event with the able assistance of Norton Wragg
and Peter Vonwiller, who were responsible for much of the behind-the-scenes organisation. Throughout the
weekend Werner Gattiker of Leo Baresch Ltd. provided a wealth of interesting items to tempt even the most
specialist collectors.
The two main displays by David Hope and Eric Lienhard were beautifully presented and widely praised. They
will be the subject of separate reports in future editions of the Newsletter. Following on from the Annual General
Meeting (see separate report on Pages 35 - 37 of this Newsletter), the assembled Members judged the entries
for the Society's main, annual Cup Competitions. As usual the quality and rarity of the material and the standard
of presentation were very high. The proud and well-deserved winners were :
The Helvetia Silver Cup
Winner – David Colman – 'Standing Helvetia – Retouches/Errors/Flaws.'
Runner-up – Dennis Cairns – 'Commemorative Postal Flights of the 1920s.'
Other entries – 'Swiss Postal Agencies Abroad' ; 'Swiss Postcards 1870 – 1902.' and 'Lugano (assorted
themes).'
The Moore Trophy
Winner – Dennis Cairns – 'Nineteenth Century Postmarks of Tessin.'
Runner-up – David Hope – 'International Arrangements for Postage Due on Covers from Switzerland.'
Other entry – 'The Industry and Landscape Definitive Issues.'
The Society Dinner provided the opportunity to renew old acquaintances and make new friends. Fred Hoadley
rounded off the meeting with a mini-auction of varied items provided by Members. It generated a useful
contribution to Society funds. Fred was assisted by Bob Medland and Peter Vonwiller. David Hope closed the
meeting thanking the hotel staff, the presenters, the organisers and all who had attended. The assistance
received from the Chester Philatelic Society was acknowledged.
N.B. Copies of the Society's Accounts for the year up to the 31st December 2008 and the Proposed Budget for
2009 are available from the Treasurer, Norton Wragg, on request. If any of the competitors in the Cup
competitions wish to supply a short description/explanation of their entry, the Editor would be pleased to publish
it in a future edition of the Newsletter.
FUTURE REGIONAL MEETINGS
London Group – the next meetings are likely to be in September and November 2009. Confirmation and full
details will follow later in the year.
Northern Group – the Group's New Season will commence in September :
12th September 2009 – 'New Acquisitions/Members' Choice' – All Members.
3r d October
2009 – 'Geneva Postal History' – Cedric Dry.
7th November 2009 – 'Historic and Architectural Monuments' – Tony Hoyle.
5th December 2009 – 'Over 10c. and Under 1 fr.' - All Members.
9th January
2010 – 'Cancellations' – Bob Medland.
6th February 2010 – 'Swiss Railways' – Philip Vaughan.
6th March
2010 – 'Chairman's Presentation' – David Whitworth.
10th April
2010 – 'AGM and Competitions' – All Members.
Southern Group – the Group's next meeting will be on Saturday 6 th June 2009 - 'Postal History of the Jura
Region' – lead by Neville Nelder - commencing at 10.30.a.m. and closing at approximately 4.00.p.m. at the
Clovelly Hotel, Mill Road, Salisbury. All Members are encouraged to bring items for display. Werner Gattiker will
be in attendance with his material for sale.
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MINUTES OF THE SIXTY SECOND
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
held on 28th March 2009 at The Queen Hotel, Chester with 22 members present.
Mr David Hope chaired the meeting.
1. Apologies were received from Richard Akers, Ray Clegg, Ian Gilchrist, Fred Pickard, Derrick
Slate and Don Symonds,
2. The Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting held on 19th April 2008. It was proposed
by Mr. Claude Mistely, seconded by Mr. Dennis Cairns and unanimously agreed that these, as
published in the “Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter” dated June 2008, should be taken as read.
3. There were no Matters arising.
4. The Chairman Mr. David Hope in his address commented that, apart from the ongoing problem
of low attendance at London meetings, the Society had enjoyed a successful year. The Website
under Fred Hoadley’s stewardship had gone from strength to strength and thanks were also due to
those Committee members who had worked tirelessly for the benefit of the membership and Swiss
philately in the UK. That over twenty members along with many partners had gathered for the
Annual National Meeting was indicative of the health of the Society.
5. The Honorary Secretary Mr. Peter Vonwiller presenting his report said that in addition to
dealing with the usual administrative matters in respect of membership he had hosted a full meeting
of the Committee. The emphasis had centred on ascertaining the needs of the membership and
considering how these might best be met. A questionnaire was being prepared for distribution to all
members. Interestingly the possibility of establishing meetings immediately north of London had
subsequently engendered no response whatsoever. This would be addressed by personal approaches
to members living in the area. The fact though that this AGM once again forms part of the Society’s
Annual National Meeting indicates the growing popularity of this now well established event. The
need to store important philatelic information is recognised and suitable methods are to be
investigated. During the year we were sorry to learn of the death of Mr. Max Hertsch a long
standing Honorary Life Member and doyen of the firm of Zumstein & Cie., Bern. At 31 st December
2008 membership, excluding members of the American Society who subscribe to our Newsletter,
stood at 139. Six new members had been welcomed, four of whom had made contact via our
Website. As year succeeds year the problem of an ageing membership becomes increasingly
apparent emphasising the vital importance of the Newsletter. The effect of the financial crisis on our
membership, and thence the Society, has yet to be demonstrated but the Committee is more than
ever determined to ensure members are offered “value for money”.
6. The Honorary Treasurer Mr. Norton Wragg, in presenting the Report and Accounts for the
Financial Year ending 31st December 2008, said that the Income and Expenditure account showed a
loss of £251 for the year compared with a surplus of £225 for the 16 months period to 31st
December 2007. Subscription Income had dropped by £191. This due to the death or resignation of
members more than offsetting new members and also long serving officers being offered honorary
membership. Income from the exchange packet had fallen by £345 to £86 this year A new charge
for this year had been £60 for the Website which members would surely agree to be a worthwhile
development. The Balance Sheet showed total bank balances of £5,552, down by £370 on the
previous year. This being due to the loss for the year and a reduced amount of subscriptions paid in
advance offset by an increase in outstanding meetings costs. (We had not received any invoices for
London meetings during the financial year.) It was proposed by Mr. Werner Gattiker, seconded by
Mr. Kit Jarman, with thanks to the Honorary Treasurer, that the Report and Accounts be accepted.
This was carried unanimously.
7. 2009 Budget and 2010 Subscriptions. The. Hon Treasurer said that, as last year, he had been

conservative in preparing the budget for 2009. Currently subscription income was predicted to fall
slightly but this did not include any new members joining during the year. Although no allowance
had been made
for any increase in costs of room hire an amount of £100 had been included for a possible all day
weekend meeting in the north of London area similar to the Salisbury format. A Society
contribution to the AGM to cover speaker's expenses had been budgeted for. A small reduction in
the cost of the Newsletter (because we had reduced the print run to nearer to our needs) had been
allowed for, but this would be offset by increased postage charges. Members with e-mail facilities
could assist by receiving their Newsletters electronically. A loss of £839 for the year was forecast.
This would unfortunately mean that we would have to increase our subscription rates for next year.
It had been at least five years since subscriptions were last raised. During that time your committee
had endeavoured to improve the benefits of membership, for example, by holding a weekend
National Meeting, promoting the Salisbury meetings and setting up the Website. The committee
now met regularly to discuss ways to make the Society better for all the membership. We had seen a
decline in the number of subscribing members over this period for reasons already noted in the
report accompanying the accounts. It was therefore proposed that the subscriptions for the year
2010 should be UK members £20, European members £23, Outside Europe £24. Even in these
difficult times this still represented good value for money. Our cash reserves would continue to be
monitored so that we maintain a level of cash that will fund a year’s expenditure, which is in line
with the guidelines for charities. The Treasurer’s proposal that the Budget be accepted with
accompanying increased subscriptions was seconded by Mr. Kit Jarman and carried unanimously.
8. Auditor/Examiner to the Society’s Accounts. Mr. Norton Wragg expressed the Society’s thanks
to Ms Julia Tibbles for examining the Accounts. A proposal that Ms. Tibbles, who had expressed her
willingness, be appointed as Auditor/Examiner for a further year was made by Mr. Norton Wragg
seconded by Mr. David Hope and accepted unanimously.
9.The Honorary Packet Secretary. In the absence of Mr. Richard Akers the Hon. Secretary read
his report advising that Packet Accounts for 2007–2008 had been submitted to the Hon. Treasurer
along with a cheque for £85.86. To date (2008–2009) 18 packets had completed their circuits with
sales totalling £1427.49 – a further 11 packets still being in circulation. Only four members having
responded to a note in the Newsletter regarding a packet devoted to postcards it had been decided to
put the idea on hold for the time being. A slow supply of new booklets had been received over the
past year and the Packet Secretary wished to express his thanks to all those who had contributed.
However the fact remained that, as evidenced from the Accounts, a valuable source of Society
income had quite dramatically declined. The situation would only be reversed if more members
were prepared to submit booklets containing saleable material. A request was made from the floor
that the Packet Secretary might include an article in a forthcoming edition of the Newsletter
stressing the importance of a vibrant Packet to both individual members and the Society’s financial
health. A reminder of what constitutes good saleable material would not come amiss.
10. The Librarian. The Hon. Secretary read this report in which Derrick Slate stated that during the
year 20 books had been borrowed by 10 members. Additionally there had been requests for
photocopies of articles appearing in old Newsletters. No requests for Journals had been received. At
no cost to the Society there had been three additions to the Library : the NABRA 1965 Exhibition
catalogue, the Swiss PTT “Swiss Stamps – Something For Everyone” and “The Postal History of
World War II Between Canada and Switzerland”. The latter had been generously donated by its
author Charles J. la Blonde and a synopsis would be appearing shortly in the Newsletter. The fact
that the content of the Library was now available on our Website was much appreciated by many of
those present. However for those members not on the Internet greater publicity via the Newsletter
concerning the content of the Library was certainly desirable. The view was also expressed that
increased use of the Library could well result from articles written by the Librarian highlighting
specific subjects for which books were available.
11. Election of Officers and Committee Members for 2009. With all the existing Officers and
Committee members prepared to stand for re-election and no further nominations having been
received, on the proposal of Mr. Jarman seconded by Mr. Denis Cairns, the following were

unanimously elected en bloc to serve:
Chairman
Vice-chairman
General Secretary
Honorary Treasurer

David Hope
Eric Lienhard
Peter Vonwiller
Norton Wragg

Packet Secretary

Richard Akers

Newsletter Editor
Librarian
Webmaster
Committee Members

Richard Donithorn
Derrick Slate
Fred Hoadley
David Colman Ian Gilchrist
Doug Houtris Bob Medland Rosalind Ragg

12. Motions and Resolutions. None submitted.
13. Any Other Business
a) Subject to checking, if found necessary, it was agreed that postal entries for next year’s
Cup Competitions could be submitted by way of photocopies.
b) On behalf of Don Symonds, Werner Gattiker provided outline details of a possible visit
to Switzerland in September on the occasion of the Swiss Dealers Association Centenary
Fair in Rapperswil. Members’ attention was drawn to the article in the April Newsletter
requesting that those interested should contact Don without delay.
c) Grateful thanks were expressed to Richard Donithorn for the great job he was doing
since assuming the Editorship of the Newsletter. As always there was a need for a
consistent supply of articles for publication.
d) Bob Medland and Fred Hoadley were planning to put a recent Society presentation on
CD so that it would be recorded for posterity whilst being available for members as
ongoing reference material. If successful, other material would be similarly treated.
e) Date of future Annual National Meetings. Preference expressed for these to be held after
Easter if possible.
f) The thanks of those present to the Committee for all their efforts were expressed by
acclamation.
The meeting closed at 4.45 p.m.
Peter Vonwiller - Hon. Secretary

REPORT OF THE NORTHERN GROUP'S MEETING – APRIL 2009
David Hope writes : The AGM and competitions brought another successful season to an end. Average
attendance remained the same as the previous season. Members had enjoyed a fine range of presentations
including a visit from national Secretary Peter Vonwiller. The Chairman for next season will be David Whitworth.
The programme for next season is again varied and includes a visit from Bob Medland. After the formal
business the competitions took place. The winner of both the Highsted Cup and the Moore Bowl was David
Hope. The Programme for next season is set out on Page 34 of this newsletter.
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POST WORLD WAR II CENSORED MAIL FROM AUSTRIA TO SWITZERLAND (1945 - 1953) PART II
HENRY TOWERS
Those members who have a particular interest in this fascinating field should refer to Richard Krueger's
magisterial work Censorship of the Civil Mails in Occupied Austria 1945 – 53' . It is all of 250 pages long and
very detailed, but well worth the effort. I am indebted to this book for almost all the information in this article
which Mr. Krueger has kindly given me permission to publish. The first part was published in the HPS
Newsletter in April 2009, Pages 25 – 27.
THE FRENCH ZONE
In May 1945 the French invaded Austria southwards from the Lake Constance area. In the second week of July
1945, in accordance with the Yalta Agreement, they took over the Voralberg and Tirol, but not East Tirol. Postal
services began on 9th July 1945, and, as in the other zones, international mail services commenced on 2nd
January 1946. The French left Tirol and Voralberg on 10th September 1955.
Because of the relative sparcity of population, French zone censor marks are quite rare. No examples were
submitted from Society members. It is to be noted that Bregenz, on the border with Switzerland, was used as a
postal address for the International Red Cross for the co-ordination of Austrian displaced persons and prisoner
of war correspondence.
Postal Censorship - initially this was done by the US forces based in Innsbruck, but after their withdrawal the
French took over. Innsbruck remained the man centre, with sub-offices in Landeck, Kufstein – Kitzbühel and
Reutte. There was a censoring facility in Bregenz until March 1948. All the main censor marks in the French
Zone are inscribed “Ouvert par les autorités de contrôle'. Some of these are circular, some ovoid - see Fig. 6
after Krueger.
Of the 28 main censor marks 8 are oval in shape, 18 are circular and 2 straight line. 61 different varieties of
censor closers have been identified. They are all printed with the word 'contrôle' in a variety of scripts and even
accents !

THE SOVIET ZONE
The Soviets, naturally, invaded from the East, and apparently postal services were available for much of Austria
and Burgenland by 18th May 1945. As in the other zones, foreign mail movement began on 2 nd January 1946.
The Soviets were very thorough in their censorship.
Postal Censorship - a regional censor office was set up at Urfahr near Linz, to handle both domestic and
international mail. Censorship in the Soviet zone ended on 12th August 1953 and in Vienna on 15th August 1953.
Censor Marks - Krueger identifies 32 different main censor marks in this zone of which four are oval in shape
and the rest circular. Almost all are inscribed “Osterreichische Zensurstelle”. Most of the circular marks show
the letters S.Z. Also identified have been 4 censorship exemption marks, 18 supplemental marks, 2 censor
rejection marks inscribed : “Zuruck an den Absender” and 45 differing examples of censor closer tapes.
(Continued on next page.)
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Fig. 7 – Cover (ex – La Blonde) sent from Northern Austria in the Soviet Zone (details on reverse) in July 1946
(possibly) to the main office for prisoners of war in Geneva. Postage – 50 groschen. Plain buff closer tape.
Censor mark – Krueger type 5m – 5c (1) (large serifs with balls !)
Fig. 8 - Map of the Various Military Occupation Zones in Vienna 1945 – 1955.
VIENNA (1946 – 1953)
Like Berlin, it was agreed that Vienna should come under four power control with a small but important
international zone in its core (see Fig. 8). This started formally on 19th September 1945 and ended in
September 1955. An outgoing foreign mail service began in January 1946 and a Civil International airmail
service from Vienna was authorised on 25th March 1946. As it had been under the Third Reich, Vienna was
divided up into a number of postal zones called Bezirke. Within each of these were post offices as follows :
Zone

Bezirke

Post Offices

International
Soviet
British
US
French

1
5
5
6
4

7
22
21
25
16

Postal Censorship
For international mail the censorship facility began on 2nd January 1946 at the 1 Wien 1 Post Office in the city
centre. Main censor marks : 29 marks have been identified, all circular except for two which were oval. Four
examples are shown in Figs. 9 – 12.on the next page.
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Fig. 9 - Cover to Bern. Closer Censor Tape. Censor mark Krueger type VM – 7A. Vienna 1 machine franking
(Krueger type – VM 7a) in use from October 1947 to January 1952. An ordinary civil franking dated 29th
December 1948. Straight-line cancel. Postage – 60 groschen to Bern. '35' Swiss post office script for postage
due pament. Swiss postage due stamps totalling 35 cents. Bern arrival postmark 7th January 1949.
Handwritten blue crayon mark – T22c – a baggage number?
Fig. 10 - Registered letter to the International Committee of the Red Cross in Geneva (Ex La Blonde).Printed
registered letter label denoting that it was posted in the US Zone of Vienna (Bezirke 7). Censor mark Krueger
type VM 46. Postage for registered mail - 1s 50g. Posted on 16th August 1946. No closer censor tape.
Fig. 11 – Cover to Kenton, Middlesex (Ex Petzold). Plain brown closer tape. Censor mark – Krueger type VM
7a. Additional censor mark on right - Krueger type VS -12. Postmarked Vienna 62 (US Zone) dated 23rd
September 1951. Postage to UK -1s 70g.
Fig. 12 - Postcard to Degersheim. Censor mark – Vienna Krueger type VM 7a. Additional censor mark above –
Krueger type VS (4). Handwritten blue crayon registry number or bag number? Postage to Switzerland - 20g
stamp – underfranked by 30g. Swiss postage due stamps to the value of 40c applied at Degersheim, c 22kms
south-west of St Gallen. Arrival date stamp – Degersheim 10th July 1948.

AN UNUSUAL BACKSTAMP

RAY CLEGG

I found this backstamp on a cover some time ago (see illustration). There is no record of
this in Karl Gebert's book – 'Chronicle of the Swiss Post Offices 1849 – 1999'. I wonder if
a member may be able to throw some light on the origin of the item ?
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MICHAEL RUTHERFOORD

THAT the Swiss Post was prevented from raising any tariffs this year as confirmed with the new list of April
2009. The only change that I could see was that inland letters are now limited to 20 mm. thickness, as the
additional price of 2.30 Frs. for up to 50 mm. has been abolished (presumably as it was seldom used and too
expensive). No mention is made of the rates rise of 10c. on Standard foreign letters – see DYK of last month.
However, for perhaps the first time, stamps have been printed for the new rates of 1.40 (UK) and 1.90 (USA),
but which have now been refused by the official watchdog. If you would like a copy of this new A3-sized list (text
in German) please let the Editor know.
THAT the two new stamps showing the last two birds of the popular self-stick series are very attractive. One of
the advantages of the self-stick stamps is that the “teeth” are clean, complete and never damaged ('never say
never' they say). The Philatelic Bureau in Bern know that they have to be careful about philatelic details today,
so for the new issue of the “old” 1.30 stamp, but without the blue “Priority” tab, they have warned collectors that
there is a slight change in the lower wavy-line piercing. As this rate has now not changed, the situation is
complicated - so watch out. For those who follow the self-stick issues, and there is a lot of interest in them, Figs.
1 and 2 show how the two issues of the same stamp differ. Fig. 1 shows the 3 “bridges” holding the tab in place,
if needed, and Fig. 2 the new version without the tab and the 3 tiny “bridges” (taken from the 'Focus' flyer).

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

THAT the “Pro Clima” signet is appearing more often on mail items, and curiously the firm where Giovanni
Balimann works, “Chocolat Frey”, was the first in Switzerland to introduce it on their meter marks – see Fig. 3
below for the exclusive FD impression.
THAT there has been a friendly change at the top of the SP organisation, but the closures of village and small
POs continues. Another group of 420 is now being scrutinised, but the opposition on all sides is growing.
Parliament insists on profit, but others nearer the ground do not want the social contact provided by the local
PO reduced. If everyone had a PO Giro account this would help as the local agencies (Ymago kiosks in the
local store, etc.) cannot accept cash. However they can do almost everything else. The local councils are being
asked to suggest answers. Another solution is to have a “House Service Delivery”. When the mail is delivered
the postman can collect mail, sell stamps, pay out money, etc. on the doorstep, if anyone is at home when he
calls.
THAT in the bulletin that goes to all members of the Swiss Protestant Church the Philatelic Bureau is
advertising for their new Calvin stamp issue, sheets of 20, FDCs plain covers. A good idea. Have the bridge
builders also an advert for the new stamp of H. U. Grubenmann, the 18th Century architect from Appenzell. ?
THAT no end of trouble is being caused by the new 100c. Ice Hockey stamp as it cannot be properly removed
from the backing paper. Strange that this production error could be made by the very experienced printer
Enschedé in Haarlem NL.

Fig. 3
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REPORT OF THE NORTHERN GROUP'S MEETING – MARCH 2009
David Colman writes : 'Commemoratives : Stamps, Postcards and Postmarks' was the subject of the March
meeting of the Northern Group. David Hope provided the main display. He started by saying that it is not always
clear what is a commemorative, a publicity issue or a special issue. He also said that he liked to include other
illustrative material to go with the stamp, postmark or postcard. He began with a section on historical
anniversaries. He pointed out that while Bern and Luzern had stamps for their anniversaries Basel had to be
content with a Mobile Post Office cancel in 1992. This section also included a postcard of the Tell Monument in
Altdorf to link with the centenary postmark, while another postcard showed the Empress of Austria assassinated
in Geneva in 1898 and the 1998 special postmark. A section on the centenary of the Federal Post 1949
included an entire of 1850 plus the set of postcards produced. Philatelic anniversaries included Day of the
Stamp, a postmark for the 150th anniversary of the Federal stamps and the miniature sheet for the 150th
anniversary of the Strubels. Other themes showed transport, including the Geneva Motor Show, famous Swiss,
employers' and employees' organisations, university anniversaries and exhibitions. Various sporting
anniversaries and charity organisations followed. Finally came a section on scouting in Switzerland to round off
examples of the variety of commemoratives issued. Dennis Cairns then showed a selection of Christmas and
New Year postcards. Tony Hoyle rounded off the afternoon with items relating to the Centenary and 150th
anniversary of Swiss railways. Apart from the stamps, he showed special tickets, postcards, FDCs and
postmarks. Chairman Norton Wragg thanked all three for their displays.
REPORT OF THE LONDON GROUP'S MEETING – 'MILITARY MAIL' - 11th MARCH 2009
Claude Mistely writes : Vice Chairman Eric Lienhard presented a selection of military cards and other postal
stationery covering Field Post between 1871 and the mid 1920s. There were also illustrated cards featuring
Swiss officers, notably General Dufour, in charge of the Swiss Army in the 1870s, General Wille, senior
commander in the First World War, and pictures of other senior officers from that period. Additionally there were
Field Post printed letter forms covering the early 1900s and the First and Second World Wars and a full set of
the historical cards showing the Swiss Army through the ages up to 1918. Eric concluded with some unusual
Second World War items originating from the Headquarters of the senior officer, General Guisan, and material
from the Eighth Medical Section.
A very welcome visitor was our Packet Secretary, Richard Akers, who showed First World War material
including early frankings, military cards of troops in training and on active service plus items relating to the
designer of the first Swiss soldier stamp, Lieutenant Frederik Bieri. There were also some humorous cards,
military stamps from all six divisions and the Gotthard Garrison. Of particular note were the scarce 1915 3 rd
Division 4th Company Battalion 38 stamp and a set of progressive proofs of the 4th Division Infantry Brigade 10
stamp.
Claude Mistely showed selected First World War items from Divisions 1, 2 and 4 and the Gotthard Garrison,
notably a scarce green print of the 6th Mountain Regiment Signaller stamp and a large block of the Gotthard
Garrison stamps se-tenant with the black 1919 overprint.
Derek Doling presented a very attractive selection of military pictorial cards, several highlighting uniforms from
the First World War, humorous cards from both Wars and a few First World War cards by the military artist
Moos.
The final display was by Derrick Slate who had a wide range of Field Post cards covering all the different types,
examples of war time correspondence including prisoners from both World Wars and progressive proofs of
several First World War soldier stamps.
The London Chairman closed the meeting, concluding that the evening had provided a good overview of the
Swiss military issues and thanked all those members who had presented.
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